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AB S TRAC T
Bladder cancer represents a major health care burden in many societies. Currently,
cystoscopy and urinary cytology are the gold standard in bladder cancer detection. To
further improve detection and/or to reduce expensive and invasive cystoscopies, highly
sensitive and specific urine-based tumour markers are requested. Until now, several
urine-based tumour markers for the detection and surveillance of bladder cancer have
been developed and are commercially available. others are under research. This paper
gives an overview of the currently commercially available urine-based tumour makers
for bladder cancer. Information is based on a non-systematic PubMed literature search.
All markers were at least in some studies superior to urinary cytology; however, none of
them can be considered sensitive and specific enough alone to substantially reduce the
necessity of cystoscopies. The recommended use of urine-based tumour markers therefore remains in adjunction to cystoscopy and for some of them in individual screening
situations of patients at high risk.
Copyright c 2012, Kowsar M.P.Co. All rights reserved.

Implication for health policy/practice/research/medical education:
Urine-based tumour markers might become a helpful tool in early detection of bladder cancer. This review is adressed to health professionals dealing with bladder cancer patients and patients at risk.
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1. Introduction
Urothelial bladder cancer (BC) is the second most common urologic cancer in western societies. Approximately
380 000 cases of bladder cancer are diagnosed around
the world each year (1). In men it is the fourth most common and in female the seventh most common malignancy. Currently, most bladder cancers are found due
to symptoms such as macrohematuria or dysuria. Following a symptom-based diagnostic, in about 75 % of the
patients none muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC,
pTa-pT1 or Cis) is found at first diagnosis (2). In this state
of the disease it can most often be managed by transurethral bladder resection alone or in combination with lo* Corresponding author: Marcus horstmann, Kantonsspital Winterthur,
Department of Urology, Brauerstr 15, 8401 Winterthur, Switzerland. Tel:
+52-2664171, Fax: +52-26645003, E-mail : marcushorstmann@gmx.ch
DoI: 10.5812/kowsar.22517006.1841
Copyright c 2012, Kowsar M.P.Co. All rights reserved.

cal chemotherapy or BCG instillations. Because of a high
recurrence rate of approximately 50% and a high progression rate of about 10-15% over a period a 5 years, NMIBC
needs life long surveillance consisting of cytology and
cystoscopies (2). Because cystoscopies are invasive, cause
discomfort and pain for the patient (3), BC surveillance is
often perceived by the patients as a major burden with a
high impact on quality of life (4).
In this situation highly sensitive and specific urine
based tumour markers are considered a possible solution and additionally might reduce health care costs depending on their prices and the prices for cystoscopies
in different health care systems (5). In case of muscle
invasive disease (T2 or higher) which accounts for about
25% of newly detected bladder cancer, metastasis become
more probable and the disease often requires according
to the individual patient situation radical cystectomy
(6). To reduce this relatively high number of advanced
BCs at first diagnosis, detection at earlier stages should
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be the aim. In this situation an ideal urine-based tumour
marker would be of high value because it might offer a
non-invasive diagnostic tool that could be used to examine large cohorts of patients. Until now due to the lack of
such powerful screening tools, bladder cancer screening
is not recommended by medical societies in a general
population (7-9). however there is some evidence that
early detection of BC might reduce stage at first diagnosis and improve outcome of the patients (10). That is why,
if not in a general population, several authors propose
screening in high-risk populations in which a higher
prevalence of the disease might allow an efficient screening (11, 12). For BC such high-risk populations can be easily defined due to known risk factors, such as smoking,
chemical exposure (mostly work related), age and male
gender (6). however further studies - preferably randomized studies - are needed to prove its efficiency which
mainly seems to depend on the performance of the
screening tool. Currently no such randomized studies
for bladder cancer screening are available.
Reliable urine-based tumour markers are strongly
needed, because of the disadvantages of the current
standard urine based diagnostic tool: urinary cytology.
Especially in low grade cancer it has a weak sensitivity
and remains an investigator dependent examination
(13). Currently several urine-based tumour markers are
commercially available and approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) among them: NMP22,
NMP22BladderChek, BTA TRAK, BTA stat, ImmunoCyt/
uCyt + and UroVysion (14-17). This review tries to give an
overview of the currently available urine-based tumour
markers with regard to their performance and indication in bladder cancer detection. Information is based
on a non-systematic PubMed literature search between
2000-2011.

2. Currently Available Urine-Based Tumour
Markers for Bladder Cancer (FDA Approved)
2.1.NMP22
Nuclear Matrix Protein 22 (NMP22) is a nuclear mitotic
apparatus protein involved in the distribution of the
chromatin to offspring cells, and it is located in the nuclear matrix of all cell types. NMP22 is released from the
nuclei of the tumour cells during apoptosis (18). Patients
with bladder cancer have 25 times more NMP22 in their
urine than normal individuals (18). Currently two tests
for measuring NMP22 in voided urine are available: the
original laboratory-based, quantitative enzyme immunoassay NMP22 bladder cancer test kit (Matritech Inc, Newton, MA, US) and the qualitative point-of-care test NMP22
BladderChek (Matritech, US). Both tests are FDA approved,
the original immunoassay since 1996 for diagnosis of recurrence and since 2000 for diagnosis of suspected BC;
NMP22 BladderChek is FDA approved for both diagnosis
(2002) and screening (2003) (14). The reported sensitivity
of the original tests ranges from 47-100%, specificity from
60-90% depending on cut-off values and the selected pa-

tients groups (19-23). Several benign conditions, such as
urinary infection, urolithiasis, bowel interposition, foreign bodies (catheter) and recent urological instrumentation were identified as exclusion criteria as they significantly reduced specificity of the test and were responsible
for false positive values (24). In comparison to the immunoassay, slightly reduced sensitivity and specificity values
were published for NMP22 BladderChek with however
the advantage of it being an easy, rapid and investigator
independent point-of-care test. In a recent multi-centre
study by Grossmann et al it was shown that NMP22 could
improve the detection of bladder cancer in adjunction to
cystoscopy (25). In this study NMP22 revealed a better sensitivity than cytology, which was only 16%.

2.2.ImmunoCyt/uCyt +
The ImmunoCyt test (DiagnoCure Inc, Quebec, Canada)
is an immunocytochemical test performed on exfoliated urothelial cells of voided urine to better visualize
in combination with urinary cytology malignant urothelial cells. Therefore fluorescent monoclonal antibodies against carcinoembryonic antigen and two bladder
cancer associated mucins which are mostly absent in
normal urothelium are used (26). ImmunoCyt requires
a relatively large number of cells and a fully equipped
laboratory with trained personnel. Reported sensitivities
range from approximately 55-72% in detecting low-grade
tumours and 76% in high grade disease (14). Specificity is
reported between 69% and 79% (27-29). ImmunoCyt was
superior to cytology in sensitivity but revealed a worse
specificity in most studies. ImmunoCyt is FDA approved
for the diagnosis of bladder cancer, but recommended
only in adjunction to cystoscopy in bladder cancer surveillance (15).

2.3.UroVysion
UroVysion (Vysis Chicago, Il, US) is a multi-probe fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISh) test to detect the
aneuploidy of the chromosomes 3,7, and 17 and the loss
(deletion) of the 9p21 gene in exfoliated bladder tumour
cells via fluorescence in situ hybridization. For evaluation a minimum of 25 abnormal urothelial cells are
investigated. If > 4 cells show polysomy of the above
mentioned chromosomes or identify loss of 9p21, the
test is considered positive. Until now several studies and
reviews revealed a higher sensitivity of FISh when compared to cytology. In a metaanalysis hajdinjak et al. described a significant better overall performance of FISh
than of cytology (area under the curve 0.87 vs. 0.63) (30).
For low grade tumours sensitivity ranged from 36-57%
and for high grade tumours from 83-97% (31, 32). In direct
comparisons to BTA stat and NMP22 UroVysion revealed a
better sensitivity than the other tests (33, 34). With regard
to specificity, however, some studies showed a slightly reduced specificity in comparison to cytology (35).
Regarding apparently false positive values some authors hypothesized, that a positive FISh test would pre-
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Table. Currently Reported Sensitivity and Specificity of the Available Urine-Based Tumour Markers in Bladder Cancer (14-16, 45)

Cytology

Sensitivity, range, %

Speciﬁcity, range, %

13-75

81-100

NMP22 Elisa

47-100

60-90

NMP22 BladderChek

50-86

85

lmmunoCyt/Cyt +

55-76

69-79

UroVysion

36-97

63-95

BTA stat

36-78

50-90

BTA TRAK

51-100

50-90

cede endoscopic tumour recurrence on a molecular level
and consequently found tumour recurrence in 85-89%
of the patients with “false positive” tests (36, 37). others,
however, found contradicting results (34).
UroVysion is FDA approved since 2002 for diagnosis and
since 2005 for bladder cancer screening (14). high costs,
the need for fully equipped laboratory and the relatively
time consuming procedure have until now limited the
widespread use of this test.

2.4.Bladder Tumour Antigen Test (BTA stat/BTA TRAK)
Both, BTA stat and BTA TRAK (Polymedco, Courtlandt
Manor, NY, US) detect human complement factor h in
voided urine by two monoclonal antibodies X13.2. and
X52.1. Factor h protein is a 155-kDa protein that is shed
into urine by tumour cells to presumably prevent complement–mediated cell death. The BTA stat is a qualitative, point of care test with immediate results whereas
BTA TRAK is a quantitative immunoassay that requires
trained personnel and a reference laboratory (38). Both
tests are approved for diagnosis in bladder cancer since
1997 and 1998, respectively (14). For BTA stat a sensitivity of 36–78% is reported and for BTA TRAK of 51-100%.
Specificity for both tests ranges between 50–90% (39, 40).
however, specificity was found to be significantly lower
in other urological disease and conditions such as haematuria, urinary tract infection, previous BCG treatment
and urolithiasis (17, 41). BTA stat proved to be more sensitive in low grade cancer than cytology (42). Especially in
combination with cytology an improved sensitivity was
observed. however, due to the low specificity because of
numerous confounding factors both tests are not recommended without cystoscopy (Table).

3. Conclusions
The low sensitivity of urinary cytology at least in low
grade tumours and its investigator dependence have
prompted the development of numerous urine-based tumour markers for bladder cancer. In the present review
currently commercially available and approved markers
were summarized. Even though all makers were shown
to be more sensitive than cytology, none of them can be
considered powerful enough to replace cystoscopy. Their
current role remains in adjunction to cystoscopy. In this
situation some markers like for example NMP22 have

proven their benefit as shown by Grossman et al. (25). In
their study, the additional use of NMP22 in combination
with cystoscopy detected more tumours than cystoscopy
alone. This takes into account that even cystoscopy as the
current gold standard does not result in a sensitivity of
100% and misses some bladder cancers. however, if markers are used only in adjunction to cystoscopy, the question
arises if the achieved benefit justifies the additional costs.
This is especially true for expensive and laboratory dependent markers such as ImmunCyt and UroVysion (43).
Generally in the evaluation of urine based tumour
markers, detection of new bladder cancers should be
differentiated from bladder cancer surveillance (16).
Whereas in both situations overall sensitivity is of high
importance in order not to miss a tumour, sensitivity in
low grade cancer and specificity seems to be less important in BC surveillance. In the detection of new bladder
cancers, a high number of “false positive” test would
prompt numerous unnecessary additional investigations such as repeated cystoscopies, CT–scans etc., which
would create harm for the patient and costs. In contrast
to that in BC surveillance this would be less important
as in any way patients would undergo repeated cystoscopies. Whereas, in surveillance the main focus should
be put on the early detection of high grade cancers and
a reduced sensitivity in low grade cancers might be acceptable, this is less true for the detection of new bladder
cancers. In these cases, any cancer should be detected because most patients will not undergo further urological
follow-up once a cancer is ruled out.
Currently the surveillance generally - regardless of tumour stage or grade - includes repeated cystoscopies
every 3-4 month during the first 2 years, then every 6
month for 5 years and yearly afterwards (16). Especially,
in low risk tumours urine based tumour markers might
be more useful than cytology to extend the intervals between cystoscopies as they offer a higher sensitivity and
better negative predictive value. lodde et al. safely reduced cystoscopies in their surveillance protocol to yearly cystoscopies after an initial cystoscopy at 3 months using additionally every 6 months an ImmunoCyt test (44).
Even though 30 out of 84 patients developed tumour
recurrence, no tumour progression was observed and
all recurrent lesions found were again staged pTaG1. This
way the costs were reduced and at the same time patients
were not put at risk for disease progression. In such stud-
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ies, it remains however questionable what would have
happened if cystoscopies were reduced without the use
of an additional marker. Such a control arm was unfortunately not included in the presented study.
As both the detection and surveillance sensitivity of the
described markers are far from 100%, another way to improve sensitivity might be the combination of tumour
markers. As shown in a recent study by us the combination of NMP22, UroVysion, ImmunoCyt and Cytology
increased in various marker panels of 2-4 markers the
sensitivity in BC surveillance up to 98%, however, at the
expense of a decreased specificity and increased costs
(45). This approach seems to be mainly useful in a surveillance situation in which a reduced specificity might
be judged acceptable as mentioned above.
Because initially urine based markers were intended to
replace or at least significantly reduce cystoscopies, special attention has to be given to specificity and the rate
of “false positive tests” as this might trigger at least in
screening populations even more cystoscopies (15). This
problem is especially true for protein based tests as BTAstat and NMP22 which are known for their lower specificity. In them several benign conditions (urolithiasis,
infection, urological instrumentation, catheters etc.)
were shown to result in positive tests with a high risk of
“false positive” tests. As a consequence they should be
carefully used only after exclusion of these conditions
to avoid unnecessary false positive tests. however, these
exclusion criteria make their widespread use especially
in screening populations difficult as in general, little is
known about concomitant clinical conditions in these
groups of patients.
Regarding the UroVysion test several investigators had
a closer look at patients with a “false positive” test and
found that later on patients with a false positive test
would result in tumour recurrence. Therefore, these
positive tests were interpreted by some authors as “anticipatory positive” test reflecting the already altered
urothelium due to the disease (46). however, it has to be
critically remarked that these “positive test” also have to
be judged in the perspective that because of the limited
sensitivity of cystoscopy also some tumours might have
been missed at the initial evaluation.
All in all, even though there is currently no clear recommendation for the use of urine-based tumour markers
by urological societies (2, 9), they remain an important
topic in urology. As discussed above, none of the markers has revolutionized urology by replacing cystoscopy;
therefore cystoscopy in combination with cytology
still remains the gold standard for the detection of BC.
however, as several interesting investigational markers
are under clinical research (14, 47) it remains to be seen
if more sensitive and specific markers will emerge and
their widespread use will be justified.
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